Working Parents’ Experiences of Home-schooling
during School Closures in Northern Ireland
What lessons can be learnt?
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Throughout the study, the researchers responded each week to participants with a Word Cloud, where words and phrases
were scaled by frequency, to summarise each week’s answers. This approach was felt to be a manageable way of providing
feedback, creating a feeling of engagement and helping mitigate isolation among working parents facing similar issues.
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Interviews

“

I’ve discovered that my daughter (Year 8) [first secondary
year] is very behind with her schoolwork. It actually made
me physically shake when I realised how much work she
still has to do. (E)
It seems to have become my role as a mother to also be
teacher, and add it to… cook, cleaner etc. If my children
fall behind… then it’s on me! I have to fulfil my employment
commitments also. (L)

One single mother was having ‘… nightmares about the
amount of work … literally keeping me up at night which
is just making me feel more stressed. Nasty and unhelpful
cycle’ (E)
Husband overseeing primary level child’s work. It took all
day to complete two tasks, even though the first one had
been almost finished by 9am as child was keen to write
his story. My husband seems to struggle to keep emotions
low. There’s always crying when he ‘teaches’. (E)
Zero feedback on any work done this term. No report. No
PT meeting. No communication to parents. Horrendous. I
would like to see all teachers in the school using … one or
two online platforms. I’d like DE to insist on full and proper
use of the SIMS (Schools Information Management
Systems) app for informing parents about participation,
effort and standard of work completed; I’d like recorded
lessons with drop-in sessions with teachers at least every
other week, and I’d like to mandate regular communication
with parents. (B)

A study of 4,612 Northern Ireland parents by O’Connor-Bones et
al. (2020, 4) showed major misgivings that they had neither the
skills ‘to effectively teach their children’ nor sufficient familiarity with
the primary and post-primary curriculum, particularly science in
the secondary sector, with a limit to what could be achieved. There
were further concerns for children with special needs in mainstream
settings ‘as they were more likely to experience difficulties in all
aspects of home-schooling’ (4). Extreme parental apprehension
about managing home learning whilst simultaneously doing their
own paid work was also underlined by the Office for National
Statistics (2020) who found that less than half of parents felt
confident to home-school, and over half were struggling to do so.
Focusing on the need for extended flexible working for parents,
a UK-wide Working Families Briefing (2020) underlined that,
without childcare during school closure, parents had been working
even more hours in the early morning or ‘in the middle of the night
… [causing] stress and exhaustion’ (5). Working from home also
warranted ‘flexing their hours’ (5). The same sentiment was cogently
expressed by Flynn et al. (2020, 7): ‘Working parents and/or
parents with several children, with no childcare, found juggling
multiple learning levels and work-home-children responsibilities
exhausting, “impossible” and unsustainable.’
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What have been the highs of
home-schooling this week?
What worked well?
What have been the lows of
home-schooling this week?
What didn’t work so well?

In 2020, in response to the coronavirus, schools across the United
Kingdom (UK) and Ireland faced prolonged closure from late
March and public examinations were cancelled resulting in serious
interruption of educational experiences on a hitherto uncharted
scale. Parents found themselves in an emergency situation - a ‘rapid,
largely improvised shift to remote home-schooling’ (O’ConnorBones et al. 2020, 34), abruptly and swiftly mandated to support
their children’s learning.

“

The children made a big hotel in the garden. Their father
helped them … outside, not using a screen. (B)

Cooking/baking/photography … never normally have
time to allow her to indulge in. (O)

VE Day’s activities - making cupcakes, creating and
colouring bunting with old cards. Kids know the history
[in a] fun way. (C)
I can’t spend six hours with one child, two hours with
another, and eight on my own job. Both employers and
schools need to re-evaluate time requirements and be
explicit. My employer knows I’m home-schooling two
kids but no suggestion has been made that less than eight
hours of work would suffice. (E)

The data showed that the support for working parents homeschooling during the pandemic has been piecemeal, with different
schools doing different things. Looking ahead, there needs to be
a top-down approach from a strategic systems perspective that is
sustainable rather than one that starts with teachers, expecting them
to progress matters.
As Northern Ireland’s Managed Schools’ ICT Service, C2K, is
renegotiated, contracted and developed, the role of parents
as partners in children’s learning must be centralised within any
reimagined digital provision for schools as a crucial part of futurefacing recommendations. The data showed that parents valued
communication with teachers, so a revised ICT strategy should
nurture this.
Working parents, however, need guaranteed help with accessible,
differentiated provision for their children in order to maintain as
much educational continuity as possible, of as high a standard as
possible.

Dr Barbara Skinner

What does this paper add?
Working parents’ experiences of home-schooling during lockdown
have not been at the forefront of media discussions during this
pandemic period. Instead, the focus has frequently been on families
from socially disadvantaged backgrounds, since ‘The disadvantages
are disproportionate for under-privileged learners’ (UNESCO
2020). While unquestionably true, other families have experienced
problems during school closures. A sample of university-educated
parents in the United States reported a lack of ‘content knowledge
or pedagogy’ (Garbe et al. 2020, 53) and the ‘struggle to balance
parent employment demands and learner needs … assisting multiple
children in the home with learning … overwhelmed’ (51). The largely
well-educated group of parents represented here faced challenges
not experienced by less well-resourced families, namely, balancing
a demanding job or professional position with home-schooling,
and dealing with pressure from employers to achieve and meet
continuing obligations. Therefore, it is important to consider the
impact of pandemic restrictions on other parents.

… extremely difficult … If schools remain closed, the
government needs to make arrangements with employers
to officially allow working parents time off each week for
home schooling especially in cases where both parents
are working with 2+ children. (L)
The Education Authority encouraged us to condense my
secondary school child’s work into three short sections.
Her school expects her to be online from 9am to 3.20pm
… unhealthy… but we run the risk of her getting into trouble
with teachers for not being online all day. (E)

What are the implications?
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